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Atmospheric water is a resource equivalent to ~10% of all fresh water in lakes on Earth. However, an
efficient process for capturing and delivering water from air, especially at low humidity levels (down to
20%), has not been developed. We report the design and demonstration of a device based on porous
metal-organic framework-801 [Zr6O 4(OH) 4(fumarate) 6] that captures water from the atmosphere at
ambient conditions using low-grade heat from natural sunlight below one sun (1 kW per square meter).
This device is capable of harvesting 2.8 liters of water per kilogram of MOF daily at relative humidity
levels as low as 20%, and requires no additional input of energy.
Two-thirds of the world’s population is experiencing water
shortages (1). The water vapor and droplets in the atmosphere, estimated to be around 13,000 trillion liters (2), is a
natural resource that could address the global water problem. Although there has been interest in dewing (3–6) from
moist air and fog capture (7–9), these processes require either frequent presence of 100% relative humidity (RH) or a
large amount of energy, and are not viable solutions to the
capture of water from air. Ideally, a water-harvesting system
should operate with a material that can take up and release
water with minimum energy requirements and powered by
low-grade energy sources, such as sunlight, in order to potentially allow its deployment into households, especially
those located in sunny regions. Here, we demonstrate water
harvesting by vapor adsorption using a porous metalorganic framework (microcrystalline powder MOF-801,
[Zr6O4(OH)4(fumarate)6]) (10) in ambient air with low RH,
typical of the levels found in most dry regions of the world
(down to RH of 20%). We also report a device based on this
MOF that can harvest and deliver water (2.8 L kg–1 day–1 at
20% RH) under a non-concentrated solar flux below 1 sun (1
kW m–2), requiring no additional power input for producing
water at ambient temperature outdoors.
Porous materials, such as zeolites, silica gels, and MOFs,
can harvest water from air by adsorption over a wide range
of humidity values (11–13). However, these materials suffer
from either low uptake of water or high energy consumption for its release. Although MOFs have already been considered in numerous applications, including gas storage,
separation, and catalysis (14–16), heat pump (17, 18), and
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dehumidification (19), the use of MOFs for water harvesting
has only recently been proposed (10). The flexibility (20–22)
with which MOFs can be made and modified at the molecular level coupled to their ultra-high porosity make them ideally suited for overcoming the challenges mentioned above.
A critical step is the release of water from the MOF, for
which we applied a low-grade heat driven (23, 24) vapor
desorption process. Solar energy is particularly promising
because sunlight is often abundant in arid regions with low
RH (> 7 kWh m–2 day–1, equivalent to 7 hours of 1 sun per
day) where water resources are limited and where a natural
diurnal temperature swing thermally assists the process
(adsorption of water during the cooler night and release
during the warmer day). This strategy is much more energy
efficient compared to refrigeration-based dew harvesting
systems because heat is directly used for desorption. The
amount of water that can be harvested with MOFs can be
much greater than dew harvesting systems, which become
impractical at RHs < 50% (25).
To harvest water using MOFs with maximum yield and
minimal energy consumption, an isotherm with a steep increase in water uptake within a narrow range of RH is desired, which enables maximum regeneration with minimal
temperature rise. Recent MOFs have exhibited such sorption characteristics (Fig. 1A). In particular, MOF-801 is suitable for regions where RH is merely 20% (e.g., North
Africa), and UiO-66 (10, 26) is suitable for regions with
~40% RH (e.g., Northern India). We harvested water with
MOF-801 and natural sunlight < 1 sun in an environment at
regeneration temperatures of ~65°C. Once water vapor ad-
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condensed and harvested by the condenser (25). During desorption, the water harvesting rate (or vapor desorption
rate) was continuously monitored with a heat flux sensor
interfaced to the condenser. The environmental temperature
above standard ambient temperature was necessary to perform the experiments above 1 kPa; otherwise, a much lower
condenser temperature is needed (e.g., ~0.5°C for 20% RH
at 25°C). Thermocouples were placed on both sides of the
MOF-801 layer to monitor the dynamic temperature response.
Figure 2C shows the temperature of the MOF-801 layer
and pressure inside the chamber during the adsorption and
solar-assisted desorption experiments. During adsorption,
the temperature of the MOF-801 layer first rapidly increased
because the exothermic adsorption process, and then slowly
decreased as heat was lost to the surroundings. After ~70
min of adsorption, the MOF-801 temperature equilibrated
with the surrounding vapor of ~35°C. At these given adsorption conditions, the predicted water uptake, or potential
harvestable quantity of water, was estimated to be ~0.25 kg
H2O kg–1 MOF, as shown in the upper abscissa of Fig. 2C.
For MOF-801, ~0.24 L kg–1 of water was harvested per each
water harvesting cycle (Fig. 2D), obtained by integrating the
water harvesting rate. We further confirmed the experimental result with an adsorption analyzer under identical
adsorption-desorption conditions (fig. S2A).
A theoretical model was developed to optimize the design of the water harvesting process with MOF-801, which
was further validated with the experimental data. The model framework was based on mass and energy conservation
incorporating adsorption dynamics parameters (27, 28), and
the analysis was carried out by using COMSOL Multiphysics
(25). The inter- and intracrystalline vapor diffusion through
the layer and within the crystals, as well as the thermal
transport through the layer, were considered in the model.
The theoretical model produced good agreement with the
experimental data from the water-harvesting experiment
(Fig. 2, C and D). We then investigated the water harvesting
behavior under ambient air conditions by incorporating the
diffusion and sorption characteristics of MOF-801 at ambient conditions into the theoretical model (25). We performed a parametric study, including varying the packing
porosity (0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) and layer thickness (1, 3, 5, and 10
mm), and determined the time and amount of harvestable
water using a solar flux of 1 sun (1 kW m–2) (25). By considering both the adsorption and desorption dynamics, a porosity of 0.7 was predicted to yield the largest quantity of
water. At a porosity of ~0.5 or less, the adsorption kinetics is
limited by Knudsen diffusion because the crystal diameter
of MOF-801 is only ~0.6 μm (fig. S5). The characteristic void
spacing for Knudsen diffusion is a function of packing porosity and the crystal diameter. However, at higher porosi-
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sorbed into the MOF, solar energy was used to release the
adsorbate. Water was then harvested using a condenser
maintained at temperatures near the surrounding environment. For MOF-801, a temperature swing between 25°C and
65°C can harvest over 0.25 L kg–1 of water above 0.6 kPa
vapor pressure (20% RH at 25°C, Fig. 1B). This water harvesting strategy is completely passive, relying only on the
high water uptake capacity, low-grade heat requirement for
desorption, and ambient to condense and collect the water.
(Fig. 1C).
For our approach, MOF-801 has several advantages in
that it has: (i) well-studied water adsorption behavior on a
molecular level; (ii) good performance driven by aggregation of water molecules into clusters within the pores of the
MOF; (iii) exceptional stability and recycling; and (iv) wide
availability and low cost of its constituents. It is composed
of 12-connected Zr-based clusters Zr6O4(OH)4(-COO)12 joined
by fumarate linkers into a three-dimensional, extended porous framework of fcu topology. The structure of MOF-801
contains three symmetrically independent cavities into
which water molecules can be captured and concentrated
(Fig. 1D).
We carried out the adsorption-desorption experiments
for water harvesting with MOF-801 at 20% RH. A powder of
MOF-801 was synthesized as reported (10) and then activated (solvent removal from the pores) by heating at 150°C under vacuum for 24 hours. The powder was infiltrated into a
porous copper foam with a thickness of 0.41 cm and porosity of ~0.95, brazed on a copper substrate, to create an adsorbent layer (5 cm by 5 cm by 0.41 cm) with 1.79 g of
activated MOF-801 with an average packing porosity of
~0.85 (Fig. 2A), with enhanced structural rigidity and thermal transport. This particular geometry with a high substrate area to thickness ratio was selected to reduce
parasitic heat loss.
Experiments were performed in a RH-controlled environmental chamber interfaced with a solar simulator. The
fabricated MOF-801 layer was placed in the chamber (Fig.
2A), and evacuated under high vacuum below 1 Pa at 90°C.
Water vapor was then introduced inside the chamber to
maintain a condition equivalent to a partial vapor pressure
of 20% RH at 35°C, matching the step rise in water uptake
for the MOF-801 (Fig. 1A). Vapor was adsorbed onto the
sample surfaces by diffusion (Fig. 2B). After saturation, the
chamber was isolated from the vapor source. A solar flux (1
kW m–2, AM1.5 spectrum) was introduced to the graphite
coated substrate layer with a solar absorptance of 0.91 to
desorb water from the MOF. This water was then collected
via a condenser interfaced with a thermoelectric cooler
which maintains the isobaric conditions of ~1.2 kPa (20%
RH at 35°C, saturation temperature of ~10°C). By maintaining the isobaric condition, all of the desorbed vapor was
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temperature slightly below ambient, but above the dew
point, to prevent vapor condensation on the inner walls of
the enclosure. However, active cooling is not needed in a
practical device since the hot desorbed vapor can condense
at the cooler ambient temperature using a passive heat sink.
The formation, growth and multiplication of water droplets on the condenser with the change of the MOF layer
temperature and time are shown in Fig. 4B. The temperature and solar flux (global horizontal irradiation) measurements during the solar-assisted desorption process revealed
a rapid increase in the MOF-801 temperature accompanied
with the relatively low solar fluxes (Fig. 4C). Because water
harvesting with vapor condensation is done with the presence of noncondensables (air), transport of desorbed vapor
from the layer to the condenser surface is by diffusion. Using the experimentally measured solar flux and environmental conditions, and the theoretical model incorporating
the vapor diffusion resistance between the layer and condenser, the MOF layer temperature and water uptake profiles are also predicted (Fig. 4C). The RHs based on the MOF
layer temperature before and after the solar-assisted desorption are ~65% at 25°C and ~10% at 66°C and the corresponding equilibrium water uptakes under these conditions
are ~0.35 kg kg–1 and ~0.05 kg kg–1, respectively, at a 23°C
condenser temperature (estimated from fig. S6B). An
amount of ~0.3 L kg–1 of water can be potentially harvested
by saturating the MOF layer with ambient air at a solar flux
below one sun.
Because of the large spacing between the layer and condenser, and the orientation of the prototype, there is a delay
in desorption. Therefore, to predict the prototype water
harvesting potential under equilibrium conditions, we extended the desorption time for the simulation, results of
which match the prediction from the isotherm (~0.3 L kg–1,
shown in the upper abscissa of Fig. 4C). In order to fully
utilize the steep step of water uptake in the MOF-801 isotherm, a temperature difference of ~45°C between the condenser and the layer is necessary to achieve desorption at
10% RH. For instance, if the initial RH was 20%, potentially
~0.2 L kg–1 can be harvested with MOF-801, which is an order of magnitude greater than that for conventional adsorbents estimated from isotherms (29, 30).
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ties, a thicker MOF-801 layer is required to harvest a sufficient amount of water, but the time scale and transport resistance for intercrystalline diffusion also scales with the
MOF layer thickness as t ~ Lc2/Dv, where, t, Dv, and Lc are
the time scale, intercrystalline diffusivity, and characteristic
length scale (i.e., layer thickness), respectively.
Simulated adsorption-desorption dynamics for the MOF801 layer of the optimized packing porosity of 0.7 are shown
in Fig. 3 for 1 sun and realistic boundary conditions for heat
loss (a natural heat transfer coefficient of 10 W m–2 K–1 and
standard ambient temperature). In this simulation, MOF801 was initially equilibrated at 20% RH, and the vapor content in the air-vapor mixture that surrounds the layer during desorption increased rapidly from 20% RH to 100% RH
at 25°C. This scenario is more realistic compared to the
model experiment described above because water is harvested by a condenser at ambient temperature. Once solar
irradiation was stopped, the air-vapor concentration reverted to 20% RH for vapor adsorption from ambient air, and
the heat from the adsorption process was transferred to the
surroundings. A detailed description of the boundary conditions and idealizations in the simulation are discussed in
section S8 of the supplementary materials. First, water uptake decreased with time during solar heating and water
condensation, and then increased through adsorption, as
shown on the simulated water uptake profiles for the MOF801 layer with a thickness of 1, 3, and 5 mm in Fig. 3. The
temperature correspondingly increased and then decreased
with time. Continuously harvesting water in a cyclic manner
for a 24-hour period with low-grade heat at 1 kW m–2 can
yield ~2.8 L kg–1 day–1 or ~0.9 L m–2 day–1 of water with a
layer with 1 mm thickness. Alternatively, per one cycle, a 5
mm thick layer of MOF-801 can harvest ~0.4 L m–2 of water.
Our findings indicate that MOFs with the enhanced sorption capacity and high intracrystalline diffusivity along with
an optimized crystal diameter and density, and thickness of
the MOF layer can boost the daily quantity of the harvested
water from an arid environment.
Finally, a proof-of-concept MOF-801 water-harvesting
prototype was built to demonstrate the viability of this approach outdoors (Fig. 4A). This prototype includes a MOF801 layer (packing porosity of ~0.85, 5 cm by 5 cm and 0.31
cm thick containing 1.34 g of activated MOF), an acrylic enclosure, and a condenser, which was tested on a roof at MIT
. The spacing between the layer and condenser in the prototype was chosen to be large enough to enable ease of sample
installation and visualization. The activated MOF-801 layer
was left on the roof overnight for vapor adsorption from
ambient air (day 1). The desorption process using natural
sunlight was carried out on day 2 (ambient RH was ~65% at
the start of experiment). For visualization purposes, we used
a condenser with a temperature controller to maintain the
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Fig. 1. Working principle of water harvesting with MOFs. (A) Water
adsorption isotherms of Zr-based MOFs (MOF-801, MOF-841, UiO66, and PIZOF-2) at 25°C, showing a rapid increase in adsorption
capacities with a relatively small change in the relative humidity (10).
The background color map shows the minimum temperature
difference between the ambient air (Tamb) and the condenser (Tdew)
required for dew collection with active cooling. (B) Water adsorption
isotherms of MOF-801, measured at 25° and 65°C, illustrating that
the temperature swing can harvest greater than 0.25 L kg–1 of water
above 0.6 kPa vapor pressure (20% RH at 25°C). (C) A MOF water
harvesting system, composed of a MOF layer and a condenser,
undergoing solar-assisted water harvesting and adsorption
processes. During water harvesting (left), the desorbed vapor is
condensed at the ambient temperature and delivered via a passive
heat sink, requiring no additional energy input. During water capture,
the vapor is adsorbed on the MOF layer, rejecting the heat to the
ambient (right). Ads. and Cond. represent adsorption and
condensation, respectively. (D) Zr6O4(OH)4(-CO2)12 secondary
building units are linked together with fumarates to form MOF-801.
The large yellow, orange and green balls three different pores. Color
code: black, C; red, O; blue polyhedra, Zr.
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Fig. 2. Experimental characterization of harvested water from an
adsorption-desorption cycle for MOF-801. (A) Image of MOF-801
layer and condenser. (B) Schematic illustrates the vapor adsorption
and desorption experiments carried out under isobaric conditions.
Vapor adsorbed through the sample surface by diffusion. Desorption
was achieved by applying an incident solar flux on an absorber with a
solar absorptance of 0.91, and the desorbed vapor was condensed
simultaneously in the condenser to harvest water. The condensation
heat was monitored using a heat flux sensor (HFS) with active cooling
through thermoelectric (TE) cooler. Ads. and Cond. represent
adsorption and condensation, respectively. (C) Layer temperature and
chamber vapor pressure as functions of time during the water
harvesting cycle. The background color map represents the estimated
RH from the chamber pressure and the layer temperature, and the
upper abscissa represents the predicted overall water uptake using the
theoretical model as a function of time, lower abscissa. (D)
Experimentally characterized water harvesting rate (L kg–1 s–1) and
cumulative harvested water (L kg–1) during desorption. The shaded
region represents the error based on uncertainties of the heat flux and
MOF-801 weight measurements. The predicted temperature profile
and cumulative water harvested are also included in (C) and (D),
showing good agreement. The activated MOF-801 weight is 1.79 g with
a layer thickness of 0.41 cm and a packing porosity (ε) of ~0.85.
Subscripts sim and exp denote simulated and experimental results,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Adsorption-desorption dynamics of MOF-801 in ambient air with
1 sun flux. Predicted adsorption-desorption dynamics with a packing
porosity (ε) of 0.7, solar flux of 1 kW m–2, and various thicknesses (1 to 5
mm). MOF-801 was initially equilibrated at 20% RH at 25°C and the partial
vapor pressure rapidly increased to 100% RH at 25°C during desorption for
vapor condensation. After desorption, the surrounding air-vapor mixture
reverted to 20% RH. The duration of solar exposure for thicknesses of 1, 3,
and 5 mm were 1, 2.3, and 4.2 hours, respectively. Note that only the
duration of solar exposure for the 5-mm thick sample (red dotted line) is
plotted for simplicity. The 1 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm layers can harvest 0.08,
0.24, and 0.4 L m–2 of water per complete water harvesting cycle,
respectively. More than 90% of the initially adsorbed water could be
harvested under these conditions. Inset shows a predicted temperature
profile of the 5 mm thick layer during the adsorption-desorption processes.
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Fig. 4. Proof-of-concept water
harvesting prototype. (A) Image of
a water harvesting prototype with
activated MOF-801 of weight of ~1.34
g and a packing porosity (ε) of ~0.85
with outer dimensions of 7 cm by 7
cm × 4.5 cm. (B) Formation and
growth of droplets of water as a
function of MOF temperatures (TMOF)
and time of day. (C) Representative
temperature profiles for MOF-801
layer
(experimental,
red
line;
predicted, red dash), ambient air
(grey line), condenser (blue line), and
ambient dew point (green line), and
solar flux (purple line) as functions of
time of day (September 14, 2016).
The
background
color
map
represents the estimated RH from
the condenser saturation pressure
and the layer temperature, and the
upper abscissa represents the
predicted water uptake using the
theoretical model as a function of
time, lower abscissa. Because of
losses from the absorber solar
absorptance (α, 0.91) and the glass
plate solar transmittance (τ, 0.92),
84% of the solar flux shown in (C)
was used for desorption. The layer
temperature
and
full
water
harvesting potential based on
complete desorption was predicted
using
the
solar
flux
and
environmental conditions at the end
of the experiment (dash lines). The
fluctuations of the solar flux during
time 10:20 to 11:00 were due to the
presence of clouds. Subscripts sim
and exp denote simulated and
experimental results, respectively.
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